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TBO-Met  
METEOROLOGICAL UNCERTAINTY MANAGEMENT FOR TRAJECTORY BASED 
OPERATIONS 

 

This deliverable is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under 
grant agreement No 699294 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme. 

 

 

Abstract  

In the present deliverable, the scenarios to validate the methodology and the analyses developed in 
Work Package 5 are presented. Two scenarios are defined, coined VS4 (Validation Scenario 4) and VS5 
(Validation Scenario 5). VS4 is intended to validate the prediction of the sector demand at pre-tactical 
level and the benefits of increasing the predictability of the individual trajectories when only wind 
uncertainties are considered. VS5 is intended to validate the prediction of sector demand at tactical 
level and the benefits of reducing the convection risk of the individual trajectories when thunderstorm 
uncertainties are considered. In both scenarios, VS4 and VS5, the validation is based on the comparison 
between the predicted sector demand and the simulated sector demand under realised weather. The 
two scenarios are described including traffic information, meteorological products, trajectory 
predictors, and the simulation infrastructure. The validation criteria are also given, which are based on 
the computation of different Key Validation Indicators. 
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1 Executive Summary 

This deliverable is focused on the definition of the two scenarios to be later on validated in WP6 
activities. They are called Validation Scenario 4 (VS4) and Validation Scenario 5 (VS5). 

VS4 is described in Section 3. Its purpose is to validate the prediction of the sector demand at pre-
tactical level (mid-term planning, one day in advance) when wind uncertainties are considered, and 
the reduction of the uncertainty of the sector demand when the predictability of the aircraft 
trajectories is increased. The predicted sector demand is to be compared with the true demand 
simulated with NAVSIM infrastructure. 

VS5 is described in Section 4. Its purpose is to validate the prediction of sector demand at tactical level 
(short-term planning and execution, some minutes before operation) when an uncertain evolution of 
storms is considered, and the reduction of the uncertainty of the sector demand when the convection 
risk of the aircraft trajectories is decreased. The trajectories determined during mid-term planning, 
before departure, are used as reference trajectories. Deviation trajectories are planned in the short 
term to avoid the storm cells. The predicted sector demand is again to be compared with the true 
demand simulated with NAVSIM infrastructure. 

For both scenarios, the following is provided: 

 the different elements that are required to carry out the validation: ATC sector, flights, 
weather forecasts, trajectory predictors, methodology to compute the sector demand, the 
realised weather, and the NAVSIM simulator; 

 the variables to be computed; 

 the key validation indicators; and  

 the validation criteria. 

The Key Validation Indicators are listed in Section 5. 
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2 Introduction1 

As described in the Project Management Plan [1], the general objective of WP 5 is to increase the 
accuracy of the prediction of sector demand when meteorological uncertainty is taken into account. 
In particular, the following sub-objectives are considered (see the Grant Agreement [2]): 

1. To understand how weather uncertainty is propagated from the trajectory scale to the traffic 
scale. 

2. To quantify the effects of weather uncertainty on the sector demand at pre-tactical and 
tactical levels. 

3. To quantify the benefits of improving the predictability of individual trajectories on the 
predictability of sector demand. 

In TBO-Met, the meteorological uncertainty is provided by Ensemble Prediction Systems (EPS) at the 
pre-tactical level (mid-term planning) [3] and by EPS and Nowcasts at the tactical level (short-term 
planning and execution) [4]. 

In deliverable D5.1 [5], the first sub-objective was addressed, and a methodology to assess the 
uncertainty of sector demand was presented. Deliverable D5.2 [6] dealt with sub-objectives 2 and 3, 
the sector demand was analysed at pre-tactical level (mid-term planning) and tactical level (short-term 
planning and execution). The aim of deliverable D5.3 is to contribute, along with simulations carried 
out in WP 6, to the validation of the previous methodology and analyses. For this purpose a catalogue 
of simulation scenarios are defined. 

In particular, two validation scenarios are envisioned: Validation Scenario 4 (VS4) and Validation 
Scenario 5 (VS5). They are named following the numeration of the validation scenarios defined in 
Deliverable 4.3 [7]: Validation Scenarios 1, 2, and 3. Both scenarios, VS4 and VS5, aim to validate both 
the prediction of the sector demand and the benefits of improving the predictability of individual 
trajectories. VS4 deals with the pre-tactical level (one day in advance) when only wind uncertainties 
are considered. VS5 deals with the tactical level (some minutes before operation) when thunderstorm 
uncertainties are considered. 

In both scenarios, VS4 and VS5, the validation is based on the comparison between the predicted 
sector demand and the simulated sector demand using the simulation infrastructure NAVISM [8] under 
realised weather. 

                                                           

 

1 The opinions expressed herein reflect the author’s view only. Under no circumstances shall the SESAR Joint 
Undertaking be responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained herein. 
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For both scenarios, the different elements that are required to carry out the validation (ATC sector, 
flights, weather forecasts, trajectory predictors, methodology to compute the sector demand, the 
realised weather, and the NAVSIM simulator), the variables to be computed, the key validation 
indicators, and the validation criteria are described. 

 

2.1 Acronyms and Terminology 

 

 

List of mathematical sets used 

𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆5 Set of 𝑐𝑝 values in VS5 

𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4 Set of 𝑑𝑝 values in VS4 

𝒫𝑉𝑆5 Set of time periods in VS5 

𝒫60,𝑉𝑆4 Set of time periods for 𝛿𝑡 =60 minutes in VS4 

𝒫30,𝑉𝑆4 Set of time periods for 𝛿𝑡 =30 minutes in VS4 

𝒫10,𝑉𝑆4 Set of time periods for 𝛿𝑡 =10 minutes in VS4 

Term Definition 

ATC Air Traffic Control 

ATM Air Traffic Management 

BADA  Base of Aircraft Data 

CNS Communication, Navigation, and Surveillance 

𝑐𝑝 Convection penalty parameter 

𝑑𝑝 Dispersion penalty parameter 

𝐸 Entry count 

ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 

EPS Ensemble Prediction System 

GLAMEPS HIRLAM/ALADIN Grand Limited Area Model EPS 

H Nowcast horizon 

KVI Key Validation Indicator 

𝑂 Occupancy count 

TBO Trajectory Based Operations 

VS4 Validation Scenario 4 

VS5 Validation Scenario 5 

WP Work Package 
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𝒫𝒫𝑉𝑆5 Set of time periods for each prediction in VS5 

𝒫𝒯𝑉𝑆5 Set of prediction times in VS5 

𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4 Set of 𝛿𝑡 values in VS4 

 

TBO-Met Consortium 

AEMET Agencia Estatal de Meteorología 

MetSol MeteoSolutions GmbH 

PLUS University of Salzburg 

UC3M University Carlos III of Madrid 

USE University of Seville 
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3 Validation Scenario 4 

3.1 Description 

The aim of VS4 is to validate: 

1) the prediction of the sector demand at pre-tactical level (one day in advance) when wind 
uncertainties are considered, and 

2) the reduction of the uncertainty of the sector demand when the predictability of the aircraft 
trajectories is increased. 

As validation exercise, the predicted sector demand is to be compared with the true demand (the one 
that would happen in the real world) for a given ATC sector, set of flights, and time frame. The routes 
to be followed by the flights are obtained from the trajectory planning algorithms developed in 
Task 4.1 [9]. 

On one hand, the predicted demand is obtained according to the methodology developed in 
Task 5.1 [5] and from the different predicted arrival times obtained during the process of trajectory 
planning [9], based on Ensemble Prediction Systems (EPS). On the other hand, the true demand is 
derived from the true arrival times, those times obtained when the aircraft fly the routes subject to 
the best estimate of the real atmosphere. This real atmosphere is given by meteorological reanalysis. 
The true arrival times and sector demand are computed by NAVSIM simulator.  

Recall that the predicted demand provides, for each time period, a minimum, an average, and a 
maximum value of the demand [5]. Thus, the prediction is validated if the maximum and minimum 
predicted values bracket the true demand for a sufficiently high proportion of time periods.  

As it was shown in deliverable D5.2 [6], when one considers flights with more predictable trajectories 
(i.e., trajectories with less dispersion in the predicted arrival times, obtained by increasing the 
dispersion penalty 𝑑𝑝 in the trajectory planning process) the dispersion of the predicted demand was 
also reduced, being the difference between the maximum and the minimum values smaller. Thus, 
reducing the dispersion can be seen as having a narrower interval around the predicted average value 
where the true demand should be enclosed; therefore, the true demand and the average prediction 
should be closer if the dispersion is reduced. In this validation scenario, the reduction of the 
uncertainty is validated if the separation between the true demand and the average predicted demand 
is reduced when more predictable trajectories are considered. In particular, the validation is 
performed for two different values of the dispersion penalty 𝑑𝑝 (𝑑𝑝 = 0 and 20). 

Recall that in deliverable D5.2 [6] it was observed that the uncertainty of sector demand was more 
significant for smaller durations of the time periods 𝛿𝑡. Because of this, the validation is performed for 
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three different durations (𝛿𝑡 =60, 30, and 10 minutes), in order to observe how this effect may impact 
the results. 

In VS4, the demand of the ATC sector LECMSAU is obtained for a whole day, 01 September 2016 from 
00:00 to 24:00, and the prediction is performed the day before, 31 August, at 00:00. This is the same 
scenario (in terms of ATC sector, flights, and weather forecasts) considered in the analysis at pre-
tactical level presented in deliverable D5.2 [6], and it has been also coordinated with VS1 [7], so that 
the set of flights simulated in VS4 is a subset of the set of flights considered in VS1. Thus, the predicted 
sector demand that was already presented in D5.2 is to be compared with the demand that results 
from part of the flights simulated in VS1. 

Following, since most of the information have been already described in previous deliverables, a brief 
summary of the different elements that constitute the validation scenario is given: ATC sector, flights, 
weather forecasts, trajectory planning algorithm, prediction of sector demand, best estimate of the 
real meteorology, and NAVSIM. At the end of this section the variables to be computed, the Key 
Validation Indicators (KVIs), and the validation criteria are described. 

 

3.2 Elements of the Validation Scenario 

3.2.1 ATC Sector 

The ATC sector LECMSAU is located in the Northwest of Spain, see Figure 1. It is an en-route sector, 
and ranges from FL345 to FL 460. Its declared capacity (i.e., the maximum number of flights entering 
the sector per hour) is 36 flights/hour. This information has been obtained from Eurocontrol’s Network 
Strategic Tool (NEST) for the Aeronautical Information Regulation and Control (AIRAC) cycle 1609. 

 

Figure 1. Geographical location of ATC sector LECMSAU 
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3.2.2 Flights 

A total number of 328 flights is considered in this validation scenario, the same flights considered in 
deliverable D5.2 [6]; a subset of the flights considered in VS1 [7]. The identifiers of these flights, 
according to NEST nomenclature, are given in Appendix A. 

The trajectory planning algorithm developed in Task 4.1 [9] requires the following information for each 
flight: 

 Coordinates of the departure and arrival airports: obtained from NEST; 

 Departure time: obtained from NEST; 

 Arrival time: obtained from NEST, used as a reference time; 

 Pressure altitude 200 hPa (approximately 38600 ft) for all aircraft and the whole flight (notice 
that by hypothesis we restrict ourselves in TBO-Met to flights at constant barometric altitude); 

 Airspeed: the average cruise Mach provided by Eurocontrol’s Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) 
3.13 [10] for the aircraft model that performs the flight is considered  

The routes followed by these 328 flights, defined by the coordinates of their waypoints, are shown for 
𝑑𝑝 = 0 and 𝑑𝑝 = 20 in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. They are represented from the departure airports 
to the exit points of the sector, since the routes from the exit points to the arrival airports do not affect 
the values of the demand indicators. 

 

 

Figure 2. Routes for 𝑑𝑝 = 0, depicted from the departure airports to the exit points of the sector 
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Figure 3. Routes for 𝑑𝑝 = 20, depicted from the departure airports to the exit points of the sector 

 

3.2.3 Weather forecasts 

The meteorological uncertainty is retrieved from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 
Forecasts. In particular, the weather forecast ECMWF-EPS, composed of 50 perturbed members and 
1 control member, is used [3]. Recall that in VS4, only wind uncertainties are taken into account.  

Since the analysis is performed the day before the operation, the forecasts released at 00:00 on 
31 August 2016 are considered. According to departure times and the arrival times provided by NEST, 
the forecasts with forecasting horizons of 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54, and 60 hours are considered. 
The forecasts are retrieved for a coverage area which ranges from 45 degrees South to 75 degrees 
North, and from 130 degrees West to 50 degrees East. The spatial grid resolution is 0.25 degrees. 
According to the cruise altitude chosen for all flights (38600 ft), the forecasts are retrieved for the 
pressure level 200 hPa. 

The meteorological variables required by the trajectory predictor are the zonal and the meridional 
winds (winds along the West-East and South-North directions, respectively). As a reference, the 
dispersion of these winds at each geographic location, measured as the difference between the 
maximum and the minimum values, is shown in Figures 4 and 5. 
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Figure 4. Dispersion of the meridional wind, ECMWF-EPS released at 00:00, 31/08/16, step 36 hours 

 

 

Figure 5. Dispersion of the zonal wind, ECMWF-EPS released at 00:00, 31/08/16, step 36 hours 

 

3.2.4 Mid-term planning trajectory predictor 

The trajectory predictor considered for mid-term planning solves the problem of trajectory planning 
considering uncertain wind fields provided by EPS [9]. For each flight and a given EPS formed by 𝑛 
members, the trajectory predictor determines 𝑛 different trajectories, each one corresponding to a 
different ensemble member. All the trajectories are flown at the same altitude and airspeed, and they 
follow the same route, described as a sequence of waypoints. The difference among the trajectories 
is, then, the arrival times to the waypoints of the route, because they are subject to different wind 
fields.  
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The route determined by the trajectory predictor for each flight minimises a weighted sum of the 
average flight time 𝑡(𝑟𝑓) of the 𝑛 trajectories and of the flight-time dispersion, measured as the 

difference between the maximum flight time 𝑡𝑓,𝑚𝑎𝑥 and the minimum flight time 𝑡𝑓,𝑚𝑖𝑛. The relative 

weight of the dispersion is controlled by a parameter denoted as 𝑑𝑝. For each flight, the objective 
function to be minimised is as follows 

min [
1

𝑛
∑ 𝑡𝑗(𝑟𝑓) + 𝑑𝑝(𝑡𝑓,𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑡𝑓,𝑚𝑖𝑛)

𝑛

𝑗=1

] 

By changing the value of this parameter, one can obtain routes that are more efficient on average (for 
small values of 𝑑𝑝, they arrive earlier on average) or routes that are more predictable (for large values 
of 𝑑𝑝, they show less dispersion). 

 

3.2.5 Prediction of sector demand 

In TBO-Met, sector demand is described in terms of entry count (𝐸) and of occupancy count (𝑂), see 
deliverable D5.1 [5]. Entry count is defined as the number of flights entering the sector during a 
selected time period, and occupancy count as the number of flights inside the sector also during a 
selected time period, respectively [11]. 

Because the trajectory predictor provides, for each flight, as many aircraft trajectories as members of 
the EPS ensemble, different predicted entry and exit times to/from the sector are found. These times 
lead to different predicted entry and occupancy counts, again as many counts as ensemble members. 
These uncertain counts can be statistically characterized. In particular, average, minimum, and 
maximum values of the entry and of the occupancy count can be computed for each time period. They 

are denoted as �̅�, 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥, �̅�, 𝑂𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑂𝑚𝑎𝑥, respectively. The process to obtain these values is 
described in detail in deliverable D5.1 [5]. 

 

3.2.6 Best estimate of the real atmosphere 

In this scenario, the real atmosphere is given by meteorological reanalysis. The aim of this 
meteorological product is to produce spatially varying fields of those meteorological variables that may 
be required by numerical prediction models. It makes use of observed data, which usually have a 
spatial distribution different from the forecast model grid, are valid over a range of times, and are also 
subject to observational error. Through a process of data assimilation, reanalysis produce what is 
considered to be the best estimate on many meteorological variables, such as winds. 

There exist different ECMWF reanalysis products. ERA-Interim will be used in the course of TBO-Met 
validation. The spatial resolution of the data set is approximately 80 km (T255 spectral) on 60 vertical 
levels from the surface up to 0.1 hPa. ERA-Interim products are normally updated once per month, 
with a delay of two months to allow for quality assurance and for correcting technical problems with 
the production, if any. See deliverable D4.3 [7] for more details.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_assimilation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind
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3.2.7 NAVSIM simulator 

NAVSIM is a CNS/ATM simulator, which can be used as real- or fast-time simulator. It allows accurate 
gate-to-gate simulation, based on any user flight plan data, including air traffic extracted from 
Eurocontrol. It uses worldwide navigation data and considers aircraft performance, standard 
departure procedures, en-route (based on airway system, great circle, or 4D - trajectory), standard 
arrival procedures, and approach.  

NAVSIM is and can be used for evaluating current and future concepts, such as: future digital 
aeronautical communications, SESAR 4D-trajectory concepts, weather impact on ATM, wind-optimized 
routing, ATM performance, advanced Flexible Use of Airspace, integration of unmanned air vehicles in 
non-segregated airspace, aircraft noise modelling, remote tower simulation, advanced airport 
operations, and future air traffic controller training featuring both voice and datalink communications.  

 

3.3 Validation Variables 

The entry count (𝐸) and the occupancy count (𝑂) will be obtained for two different values of the 
dispersion penalty parameter, 𝑑𝑝 =  0 (minimum average flight time) and 𝑑𝑝 = 20, and for three 
different durations of the time periods: 𝛿𝑡 =60, 30, and 10 minutes. Since the sector demand is 
computed for a whole day (24 hours), these different time intervals lead to different numbers of time 
periods: 24 time periods for 𝛿𝑡 =60 minutes, 48 time periods for 30 minutes, and 144 time periods for 
10 minutes. 

Let us consider the following sets: 

 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4 = {0,20} (set of 𝑑𝑝 values in VS4), 

 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4 = {60,30,10} minutes (set of 𝛿𝑡 values in VS4), 

 𝒫60,𝑉𝑆4 = {1,2,3, … ,24} (set of time periods for 𝛿𝑡 =60 minutes in VS4), 

 𝒫30,𝑉𝑆4 = {1,2,3, … ,48} (set of time periods for 𝛿𝑡 =30 minutes in VS4), 

 𝒫10,𝑉𝑆4 = {1,2,3, … ,144} (set of time periods for 𝛿𝑡 =10 minutes in VS4). 
 

From now on, the last three sets will be generically denoted as 𝒫𝑗,𝑉𝑆4, 𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4, and the number of 

periods of each set as 𝐾𝑗 (𝐾60 = 24, 𝐾30 = 48, and 𝐾10 = 144). Taking into account that the starting 

time is 𝑡𝑠=00:00, a time period 𝑘 with duration 𝑗 (𝑘 ∈ 𝒫𝑗,𝑉𝑆4, 𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4) is given by the time interval 
[𝑡𝑠 + 𝑘𝑗 − 𝑗, 𝑡𝑠 + 𝑘𝑗) minutes. 

Let us consider the following variables: 

 𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑆𝐼𝑀: entry count computed by NAVSIM for dispersion parameter 𝑖 (𝑖 ∈  𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4), duration 

of the time periods 𝑗 (𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4), and time period 𝑘 (𝑘 ∈ 𝒫𝑗,𝑉𝑆4), 

 𝑂𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑆𝐼𝑀: occupancy count computed by NAVSIM for dispersion parameter 𝑖 (𝑖 ∈  𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4), 

duration of the time periods 𝑗 (𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4), and time period 𝑘 (𝑘 ∈ 𝒫𝑗,𝑉𝑆4), 
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 �̅�𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 , 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 , 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 : average, maximum, and minimum, respectively, predicted entry 

count for dispersion parameter 𝑖 (𝑖 ∈  𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4), duration of the time periods 𝑗 (𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4), and 
time period 𝑘 (𝑘 ∈ 𝒫𝑗,𝑉𝑆4), 

 �̅�𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 , 𝑂𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 , 𝑂𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 : average, maximum, and minimum, respectively, predicted 

occupancy count for dispersion parameter 𝑖 (𝑖 ∈  𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4), duration of the time periods 𝑗 (𝑗 ∈
𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4), and time period 𝑘 (𝑘 ∈ 𝒫𝑗,𝑉𝑆4). 

 

We define the following auxiliary functions which take the value 1 when the sector demand obtained 
by NAVSIM for one time period lies in the interval given by the prediction and 0 otherwise. 

𝑓𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝐸 = {

1, if 𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑆𝐼𝑀 ∈ [𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 , 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 ],

0, otherwise.
 

𝑓𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑂 = {

1, if 𝑂𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑆𝐼𝑀 ∈ [𝑂𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 , 𝑂𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 ],

0, otherwise.
 

 

3.4 Key Validation Indicators 

The Key Validation Indicators (KVIs) to be evaluated in VS4 are based on the comparison between the 
entry and the occupancy counts computed by NAVSIM and the predictions. These indicators are the 
following: 

%𝐸𝑖,𝑗 = ∑
𝑓𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝐸

𝐾𝑗
𝑘∈𝒫𝑗,𝑉𝑆4

100      ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4, 

%𝑂𝑖,𝑗 = ∑
𝑓𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝑂

𝐾𝑗
𝑘∈𝒫𝑗,𝑉𝑆4

100      ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4, 

𝛿𝐸𝑖,𝑗 = ∑
|𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑆𝐼𝑀 − �̅�𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑|

𝐾𝑗
𝑘∈𝒫𝑗,𝑉𝑆4

      ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4, 

𝛿𝑂𝑖,𝑗 = ∑
|𝑂𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑆𝐼𝑀 − �̅�𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑|

𝐾𝑗
𝑘∈𝒫𝑗,𝑉𝑆4

      ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4. 

 
The first indicators, %𝐸𝑖,𝑗  and %𝑂𝑖,𝑗, represent the percentage of predictions that bracket the true 

sector demand. The last indicators, 𝛿𝐸𝑖,𝑗 and 𝛿𝑂𝑖,𝑗, represent the mean average error of the prediction. 

These indicators can be organised in two tables, one for the entry count and another one for the 
occupancy count, as follows: 
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Table 1. Entry count Key Validation Indicators 

 𝛿𝑡 = 60 minutes 𝛿𝑡 = 30 minutes 𝛿𝑡 = 10 minutes 

𝑑𝑝 = 0 
%𝐸0,60 

𝛿𝐸0,60 

%𝐸0,30 

𝛿𝐸0,30 

%𝐸0,10 

𝛿𝐸0,10 

𝑑𝑝 = 20 
%𝐸20,60 

𝛿𝐸20,60 

%𝐸20,30 

𝛿𝐸20,30 

%𝐸20,10 

𝛿𝐸20,10 

 

Table 2. Occupancy count Key Validation Indicators 

 𝛿𝑡 = 60 minutes 𝛿𝑡 = 30 minutes 𝛿𝑡 = 10 minutes 

𝑑𝑝 = 0 
%𝑂0,60 

𝛿𝑂0,60 

%𝑂0,30 

𝛿𝑂0,30 

%𝑂0,10 

𝛿𝑂0,10 

𝑑𝑝 = 20 
%𝑂20,60 

𝛿𝑂20,60 

%𝑂20,30 

𝛿𝑂20,30 

%𝑂20,10 

𝛿𝑂20,10 

 

3.5 Validation Criteria 

The first two sets of KVIs, %𝐸𝑖,𝑗  and %𝑂𝑖,𝑗, will be used to validate the prediction of the sector 

demand. The prediction of the entry count for dispersion parameter 𝑖 (𝑖 ∈  𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4) and duration of 
the time periods 𝑗 (𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4) is validated if it brackets the true sector demand for a sufficiently high 
number of periods (out of the 𝐾𝑗 periods given by 𝒫𝑗,𝑉𝑆4); that is, if 

%𝐸𝑖,𝑗 > 70%, 

where a threshold of 70% has been chosen.  

Analogously, the prediction of the occupancy count for dispersion parameter 𝑖 (𝑖 ∈  𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4) and 
duration of the time periods 𝑗 (𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4) is validated if  

%𝑂𝑖,𝑗 > 70%. 

The last two sets of KVIs, 𝛿𝐸𝑖,𝑗  and 𝛿𝑂𝑖,𝑗, will be used to validate the reduction of the dispersion of the 

sector demand. The reduction of the dispersion of the entry count for duration of the time periods 𝑗 
(𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4) is validated if the mean average error obtained for 𝑑𝑝 = 20 is smaller than the value 
obtained for 𝑑𝑝 = 0; that is, if 

𝛿𝐸20,𝑗 < 𝛿𝐸0,𝑗. 
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Analogously, the reduction of the dispersion of the occupancy count for duration of the time periods 
𝑗 (𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4) is validated if 

𝛿𝑂20,𝑗 < 𝛿𝑂0,𝑗. 
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4 Validation Scenario 5 

4.1 Description 

The aim of VS5 is to validate: 

1) the prediction of sector demand at tactical level (some minutes before operation) when 
thunderstorm uncertainties are considered, and 

2) the reduction of the uncertainty of the sector demand when the convection risk of the aircraft 
trajectories is decreased. 

Analogously to what has been presented for VS4, this validation is based on the comparison between 
the predicted sector demand and the true demand (the one that would happen in the real world) for 
a given ATC sector, set of flights, and time frame. The main difference with VS4 is that, because the 
prediction is to be performed at tactical level, it is updated at regular time steps, every some minutes, 
according to the updated true position of the aircraft and the release of new weather forecasts. 

The true sector demand is computed from the true arrival times, which are obtained when the aircraft 
fly subject to the best estimate of the real atmosphere. In this scenario, the real winds are given by 
meteorological reanalysis and the real storms by Nowcasts. This true demand is computed by NAVSIM 
simulator, as in VS4. By default, the aircraft follow their reference trajectories, but they may be 
deviated because of the presence of storm cells. The reference trajectories are determined 3 hours 
before take-off time, and are obtained from the trajectory planning algorithms developed in 
Task 4.1 [9]. To generate the deviations trajectories, NAVSIM internally calls the deterministic version 
of DIVMET at regular time steps, as it was described in deliverable D4.3 [7]. 

The tactical prediction of the sector demand is updated every 10 minutes, according to the release 
times of the AEMET Nowcasts considered in TBO-Met. Each time the prediction is updated, DIVMET 
generates 31 possible deviation trajectories for each flight according to the methodology developed 
in Task 4.2 [12]. These deviation trajectories are obtained by randomly perturbing the position of the 
centroids of the storm cells (i.e., incorporating uncertainty into the Nowcasts). The deviation 
trajectories start at the true (real) position of the aircraft and must follow the last available intended 
trajectory. From the different deviation trajectories, different entry and exit times to/from the sector 
are obtained, which lead to the uncertain sector demand, obtained according to the methodology 
presented in deliverable D5.2 [6]. 

The process to obtain the predicted sector demand in this validation scenario is very similar to the 
process followed in Task 5.2 [6]. The only difference is that, in Task 5.2, DIVMET was also used to 
simulate the progression of the flight, but now this progression is provided by NAVSIM. Because of 
this, PLUS will provide MetSol and USE with the true position and intended trajectory of each flight as 
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simulated by NAVSIM every 10 minutes so that the prediction of the sector demand can be computed 
at these times. 

As in VS4, the predicted demand provides, for each time period, a minimum, an average, and a 
maximum value of the demand [6]. The prediction is validated if the maximum and minimum predicted 
values bracket the true demand for a sufficiently high proportion of time periods.  

As it was shown in deliverable D5.2 [6], when one considers flights with reduced convection risk (i.e., 
flights with routes that are less exposed to convective areas, obtained by increasing the convection 
penalty 𝑐𝑝 in the trajectory planning process), the dispersion of the predicted demand was also 
reduced, being the difference between the maximum and the minimum values smaller. As described 
in Section 3.1, the reduction of the uncertainty is validated if the true demand and the average 
predicted demand are closer between them when less risky trajectories are considered. In particular, 
the validation is performed for two different values of the convection penalty 𝑐𝑝 (𝑐𝑝 = 0 and 
0.005 s/m). 

In VS5, the demand of the ATC sector LECBLVU is obtained for 01 September 2016, from 07:30 to 11:00, 
and the prediction is performed every 10 minutes with forecasting horizons up to 15 minutes. This is 
the same scenario (in terms of ATC sector, flights, and weather forecasts) considered in the analysis at 
tactical level presented in deliverable D5.2 [6], and it has been also coordinated with VS2 and VS3 [7], 
so that the set of flights simulated in VS5 is a subset of the set of flights considered in these scenarios. 
Thus, the predicted sector demand is to be compared with the demand that results from part of the 
flights simulated in VS2 and VS3. 

Following, since most of the information have been already described in previous deliverables, a brief 
summary of the different elements that constitute the validation scenario is given: ATC sector, flights, 
weather forecasts, trajectory planning algorithm, DIVMET, prediction of sector demand, best estimate 
of the real meteorology, and nowcasts, and NAVSIM. At the end of this section the variables to be 
computed, the Key Validation Indicators (KVIs), and the validation criteria are described. 

 

4.2 Elements of the Validation Scenario 

4.2.1 ATC Sector 

The ATC sector LECBLVU is located in the East coast of Spain, see Figure 6. It is an en-route sector, and 
ranges from FL345 to FL 460. Its declared capacity (i.e., the maximum number of flights entering the 
sector per hour) is 37 flights/hour. This information has been obtained from Eurocontrol’s Network 
Strategic Tool (NEST) for the Aeronautical Information Regulation and Control (AIRAC) cycle 1613. 
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Figure 6. Geographical location of ATC sector LECBLVU 

 

4.2.2 Flights 

A total number of 257 flights is considered in this validation scenario, the same flights considered in 
deliverable D5.2 [6]; this is a subset of the flights considered in VS2 and VS3 [7]. The identifiers of these 
flights, according to NEST nomenclature, are given in Appendix B. 

The trajectory planning algorithm developed in Task 4.1 [9] and devoted to compute the reference 
trajectories requires the following information for each flight: 

 Coordinates of the departure and arrival airports: obtained from NEST; 

 Departure time: obtained from NEST; 

 Arrival time: obtained from NEST, used as a reference time; 

 Pressure altitude 200 hPa (approximately 38600 ft) for all aircraft and the whole flight (notice 
that by hypothesis we restrict ourselves in TBO-Met to flights at constant barometric altitude); 

 Airspeed: the average cruise Mach provided by Eurocontrol’s Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) 
3.13 [10] for the aircraft model that performs the flight is considered  

The routes followed by these 257 flights, defined by the coordinates of their waypoints, are shown for 
𝑐𝑝 = 0 and 𝑐𝑝 = 0.005 s/m in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. They are represented from the departure 
airports to the destination airports, as they serve as reference for the deviation trajectories. 
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Figure 7. Reference trajectories for 𝑐𝑝 = 0, depicted from the departure to the destination airports 
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Figure 8. Reference trajectories for 𝑐𝑝 = 0.005 s/m, depicted from the departure to the destination 
airports 

 

4.2.3 Weather forecasts 

In VS5, two kind of meteorological forecasts are used: EPS and Nowcasts. The reference trajectories 
are obtained from the wind fields provided by ECMWF-EPS (composed of 50 perturbed members and 
1 control member), and the probability of convection derived from GLAMEPS (composed of 
48 perturbed members and 4 control members) [3]. The possible deviation trajectories are obtained 
from the uncertain thunderstorms derived from 2D-NAC AEMET Nowcast, based on radar reflectivity 
data (from the AEMET radar network) and lightning data. The specific forecasts used in this scenario 
are described next. 

 

Ensemble Prediction Systems 

Since the reference trajectories are determined 3 hours before departure time, forecasts released at 
different times and with different time steps are considered. According to departure times and the 
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arrival times provided by NEST, the forecasts released on 18 December at 12:00 with time step of 
18 hours and on 19 December at 00:00 with time steps of 6 and 12 hours are considered in this 
application. The forecasts are retrieved for a coverage area which ranges from 24 degrees South to 
61 degrees North, and from 96 degrees West to 56 degrees East. The spatial grid resolution is 
0.25 degrees. According to the cruise altitude chosen for all flights (38600 ft), the forecasts are 
retrieved for the pressure level 200 hPa. 

The meteorological variables required by the trajectory predictor are the zonal wind, the meridional 
wind, and the probability of convection. As reference, the average meridional and zonal winds are 
shown in Figure 9 for the forecast released at 00:00 on 19 December with a forecast horizon of 6 hours. 
The probability of convection is shown in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 9. Average meridional (left) and zonal (right) winds, ECMWF-EPS released at 00:00, 19/12/16, 
step 6 hours 

 

Figure 10. Probability of convection, GLAMEPS released at 00:00, 19/12/16, step 6 hours 

 

Nowcast 

The 2D-NAC AEMET Nowcast is released every 10 minutes. It contains information about detected 
storm cells and an estimation of the movement of the cells in the next hour with a 10-minute lead-
time step [4]. For example, the Nowcast released at 08:10 on 19/12/2016 identifies 55 different storm 
cells. In Figure 11, the rectangle that encloses each cell is presented in blue, and the estimation of its 
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future position in red. It can be seen that the sector and the extended area are greatly affected by 
these storms. All the cells travel Eastwards at different speeds.  

 

Figure 11. AEMET Nowcast released at 08:10, 19/12/16; detected storm cells (blue), and forecast for 
10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 minutes (red) 

 

4.2.4 Mid-term planning trajectory predictor 

The reference trajectory is determined by the trajectory planning algorithm developed in Task 4.1 [9]. 
This algorithm considers the convection risk in the objective function in order to reduce the exposure 
of the flight to convective areas. A convective area is an area where individual convective storms may 
develop. It is characterised by high values of the probability of convection 𝑝𝑐. 

For each flight, the reference trajectory is the result of the minimisation of a weighted sum of the 
average flight time 𝑡(𝑟𝑓) of the 𝑛 trajectories (corresponding to the 𝑛 ensemble members of the 

ECMWF-EPS) and the convection risk, measured as the integral of the probability of convection 𝑝𝑐 
along the route: 

min [
1

𝑛
∑ 𝑡𝑗(𝑟𝑓)

𝑛

𝑗=1

+ 𝑐𝑝 ∫ 𝑝𝑐(𝜆, 𝜙)𝑑𝑟
𝑟𝑓

0

] 

The relative weight of the convection risk is controlled by the parameter denoted as 𝑐𝑝. By changing 
the value of 𝑐𝑝 one can obtain routes that are more efficient on average (they arrive earlier) or routes 
that are less risky in terms of convection (less probable to run into storms). 
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4.2.5 DIVMET 

The different possible deviation routes are obtained applying the DIVMET algorithm [13]. DIVMET is a 
deterministic algorithm that obtains an efficient and safe route to the final destination according to 
the field of existing and forecasted storm cells. For that purpose it requires an initial point, a reference 
trajectory, and storm data as inputs.  

In TBO-Met project, DIVMET has been adapted to account for weather uncertainty as follows (see 
deliverable D4.2 [12]): the location of the centroid of each convective cell is perturbed randomly within 
a given range, according to an uncertainty margin. The uncertainty margin models the typical 
displacement errors of a storm nowcast, which increases as the lead-time increases, according to the 

function 𝑓(𝜏) = 0.052𝜏1.56 (lead-time 𝜏 is given in minutes). 

For each flight the trajectory predictor determines 𝑛𝑖 different deviation trajectories. All the 
trajectories are flown at the same altitude and airspeed, but they follow different routes. All deviation 
trajectories are considered as equally probable. 

 

4.2.6 Prediction of sector demand 

In the short-term and execution phases, the sector demand is described in terms of the occupancy 
count (𝑂). As it was pointed out in deliverable D5.2 [6], the methodology developed in D5.1 [5] for the 
assessment of the sector demand is not directly applicable, and it needed to be adapted. The two 
reasons justifying this adaptation are that, on one hand, the concept of a meteorological scenario that 
is common to all the flights (as the ensemble members are) is no longer valid, and, on the other hand, 
in some cases, DIVMET is not able to provide trajectory deviations for some nowcast perturbations, as 
there can be spatial distributions of storm cells that the aircraft cannot avoid. 

Because DIVMET provides, for each flight, different possible deviation trajectories, different predicted 
entry and exit times to/from the sector are found. These times lead to different predicted occupancy 
counts. This uncertain count can be statistically characterized. As in VS4, average, minimum, and 
maximum values of the occupancy count for each time period are computed. They are denoted as �̅�, 
𝑂𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑂𝑚𝑎𝑥, respectively.  

 

4.2.7 Best estimate of the real atmosphere 

In this scenario, the real atmosphere is given by meteorological reanalysis and Nowcasts. On one hand, 
meteorological reanalysis is used for wind information; as it was mentioned in Section 3.2.6, reanalysis 
produce what is considered to be the best estimate on meteorological variables such as winds. ERA-
Interim will be used. On the other hand, the realization of storms is again provided by 2D-NAC AEMET 
Nowcasts, which are based on radar information. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind
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4.2.8 NAVSIM simulator 

As in VS4, NAVSIM will be used to simulate the reality in VS4. The functionality to avoid storms is 
provided by the deterministic version of DIVMET.  

 

4.3 Validation Variables 

The occupancy count (𝑂) will be obtained for two different values of the convection penalty, 𝑐𝑝 =  0 
(minimum average flight time) and 𝑐𝑝 = 0.005 s/m (reduced risk). This count will be predicted for 
time periods of duration 𝛿𝑡 =1 minute and a maximum forecasting horizon of 15 minutes, which leads 
to 𝐾 =15 periods for each prediction. The predicted count is to be updated every 10 minutes from 
07:30 to 11:00 (the period most affected by the storm activity), which provides 𝐽 =22 prediction time 
instants. The Nowcast horizon to be considered is 𝐻 = 60 minutes, the maximum provided by the 
forecast. 

Let us consider the following sets: 

 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆5 = {0,0.005} s/m (set of 𝑐𝑝 values in VS5), 

 𝒫𝒯𝑉𝑆5 = {0,10,20, … ,210} minutes (set of prediction times in VS5), 

 𝒫𝒫𝑉𝑆5 = {1,2,3, … ,15} (set of time periods for each prediction in VS5) 

 𝒫𝑉𝑆5 = {1,2,3, … ,225} (set of time periods in VS5, ranging from 07:30 to 11:15, the last 
forecasted period). 

 

Taking into account that the starting time is 𝑡𝑠=07:30, and that the duration of each time period is 
1 minute, the prediction made at time 𝑗 for the period 𝑘 (𝑗 ∈ 𝒫𝒯𝑉𝑆5, 𝑘 ∈ 𝒫𝒫𝑉𝑆5) corresponds to the 
time interval [𝑡𝑠 + 𝑗 + 𝑘 − 1, 𝑡𝑠 + 𝑗 + 𝑘). The time period 𝑚 (𝑚 ∈ 𝒫𝑉𝑆5) corresponds to the time 
interval [𝑡𝑠 + 𝑚 − 1, 𝑡𝑠 + 𝑚). Notice that a time period 𝑚 is predicted at time 𝑗 only if the condition 
𝑚 = 𝑗 + 𝑘 is satisfied. Notice also that there exist two different combinations of 𝑗 and 𝑘 that satisfy 
this condition; for example, time period 𝑚 = 103 is predicted at time 𝑗 = 90 for period 𝑘 = 13, and 
again at time 𝑗 = 100 for period 𝑘 = 3. 

Let us consider the following variables: 

 𝑂𝑖,𝑚
𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑆𝐼𝑀: occupancy count obtained by NAVSIM for convection penalty 𝑖 (𝑖 ∈  𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆5) and for 

time period 𝑚 (𝑚 ∈ 𝒫𝑉𝑆5). 

 �̅�𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 , 𝑂𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 , 𝑂𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 : average, maximum, and minimum, respectively, predicted 

occupancy count for convection penalty 𝑖 (𝑖 ∈  𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆5), predicted at time 𝑗 (𝑗 ∈ 𝒫𝒯𝑉𝑆5), and 
for period 𝑘 (𝑘 ∈ 𝒫𝒫𝑉𝑆5). 

We define the following auxiliary function which takes the value 1 when the prediction made for one 
period brackets the sector demand obtained by NAVSIM and 0 otherwise. 

𝑓𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑂 = {

1, if 𝑂𝑖,𝑗+𝑘
𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑆𝐼𝑀 ∈ [𝑂𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 , 𝑂𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 ]

0, otherwise
      ∀𝑖 ∈  𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆5, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝒫𝒯𝑉𝑆5, ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝒫𝒫𝑉𝑆5. 
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4.4 Key Validation Indicators 

The Key Validation Indicators (KVIs) to be evaluated in VS5 are based on the comparison between the 
occupancy counts computed by NAVSIM and the predictions. These indicators are the following: 

%𝑂𝑖 = ∑ ∑
𝑓𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝑂

𝐾𝐽
𝑗∈𝒫𝒯𝑉𝑆5

100

𝑘∈𝒫𝒫𝑉𝑆5

      ∀𝑖 ∈  𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆5,  

%𝑂𝑖,𝑘 = ∑
𝑓𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝑂

𝐽
𝑗∈𝒫𝒯𝑉𝑆5

100      ∀𝑖 ∈  𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆5, ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝒫𝒫𝑉𝑆5, 

𝛿𝑂𝑖 = ∑ ∑
|𝑂𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑆𝐼𝑀 − �̅�𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑|

𝐾𝐽
𝑗∈𝒫𝒯𝑉𝑆5𝑘∈𝒫𝒫𝑉𝑆5

       ∀𝑖 ∈  𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆5. 

 

As in Validation Scenario 4, %𝑂𝑖 and 𝛿𝑂𝑖 represent the percentage of predictions that bracket the true 
sector demand out of all the computed predictions, and the mean average error of these predictions, 
respectively. On the other hand, %𝑂𝑖,𝑘 represents the percentage of predictions that bracket the true 
sector demand out of all the computed predictions with the same lead time given by 𝑘. For a given 
convection penalty 𝑖, %𝑂𝑖,𝑘 is expected to decrease as 𝑘 increases, that is, the prediction is expected 

to be very accurate for periods close to the prediction time (small values of 𝑘), and to be degraded for 
distant periods (large values of 𝑘); therefore, this indicator will serve to determine the lead time at 
which the prediction loses accuracy. 

 

4.5 Validation Criteria 

The first set of KVIs, %𝑂𝑖, will be used to validate the prediction of the sector demand. The prediction 
of the occupancy count for convection penalty 𝑖 (𝑖 ∈  𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆5) is validated if it brackets the true sector 
demand for a sufficiently high number of periods (out of the 𝐾𝐽 computed periods); that is, if 

%𝑂𝑖 > 70%. 

The second set of KVIs, %𝑂𝑖,𝑘, will also be used to validate the prediction of the sector demand. The 
prediction of the occupancy count for convection penalty 𝑖 (𝑖 ∈  𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆5) and for period 𝑘 (𝑘 ∈ 𝒫𝒫𝑉𝑆5) 
is validated if 

%𝑂𝑖,𝑘 > 70%. 

The last set of KVIs, 𝛿𝑂𝑖, will be used to validate the reduction of the dispersion of the sector demand. 
The reduction of the dispersion of the occupancy count is validated if the mean average error obtained 
for 𝑐𝑝 = 0.005 s/m is smaller than the value obtained for 𝑐𝑝 = 0; that is, if 

𝛿𝑂0.005 < 𝛿𝑂0. 
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5 Summary and Conclusions 

In this document, two scenarios, VS4 and VS5, have been defined for the validation of the different 
concepts in WP5. A summary of the main indicators defined is given in the table below: 

 

Table 3. Summary of Key Validation Indicators 

VS Key Validation Indicator Description 

VS4 

%𝐸𝑖,𝑗     ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4 Percentage of predictions that bracket the simulated 
entry count, for each value of the dispersion penalty 𝑑𝑝, 
and each value of the duration of the time periods 𝛿𝑡. 

%𝑂𝑖,𝑗     ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4 Percentage of predictions that bracket the simulated 
occupancy count, for each value of the dispersion penalty 
𝑑𝑝, and each value of the duration of the time periods 𝛿𝑡. 

𝛿𝐸𝑖,𝑗      ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4 Average difference between the predicted and the 
simulated entry count, for each value of the dispersion 
penalty 𝑑𝑝, and each value of the duration of the time 
periods 𝛿𝑡. 

𝛿𝑂𝑖,𝑗      ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4 Average difference between the predicted and the 
simulated occupancy count, for each value of the 
dispersion penalty 𝑑𝑝, and each value of the duration of 
the time periods 𝛿𝑡. 

VS5 

%𝑂𝑖     ∀𝑖 ∈  𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆5 Percentage of predictions that bracket the simulated 
occupancy count, for each value of the convection penalty 
𝑐𝑝. 

%𝑂𝑖,𝑘     ∀𝑖 ∈  𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆5, ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝒫𝒫𝑉𝑆5 Percentage of predictions that bracket the simulated 
occupancy count, for each value of the convection penalty 
𝑐𝑝, and for each predicted time period 𝑘. 

𝛿𝑂𝑖      ∀𝑖 ∈  𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆5 Average difference between the predicted and the 
simulated occupancy count, for each value of the 
convection penalty 𝑐𝑝. 
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Appendix A 

Identifiers of flights considered in Validation Scenario 4. 
 
 

200102683 

200107652 

200107709 

200107939 

200108234 

200108380 

200108412 

200108457 

200108504 

200108527 

200108551 

200108575 

200108872 

200108883 

200108902 

200108920 

200109005 

200109018 

200109050 

200109164 

200109292 

200109500 

200109515 

200109524 

200109529 

200110024 

200110419 

200110442 

200110782 

200110823 

200111036 

200111099 

200111139 

200111371 

200111638 

200112032 

200112058 

200112061 

200112212 

200112283 

200112315 

200112330 

200112346 

200112499 

200112543 

200112638 

200112677 

200112755 

200112786 

200112828 

200113027 

200113045 

200113181 

200113316 

200113440 

200113471 

200113558 

200113591 

200113644 

200113658 

200113701 

200113784 

200113852 

200113868 

200113912 

200114159 

200114163 

200114227 

200114285 

200114318 

200114334 

200114357 

200114364 

200114386 

200114551 

200114560 

200114585 

200114687 

200114759 

200114786 

200114802 

200114858 

200114874 

200114876 

200115083 

200115110 

200115197 

200115289 

200115372 

200115374 

200115578 

200115645 

200115831 

200116040 

200116231 

200116233 

200116245 

200116331 

200116459 

200116476 

200116596 

200116815 

200117218 

200117975 

200118029 

200118394 

200118439 

200118494 

200118619 

200118709 

200118713 

200118765 

200118864 

200118912 

200118981 

200119172 

200119339 

200119477 

200119575 

200119605 

200119851 

200119885 

200119889 

200119935 

200119977 

200120061 

200120138 

200120155 

200120167 

200120332 

200120385 

200120476 

200120521 

200120647 

200120812 

200120994 

200120995 

200121068 

200121239 

200121306 

200121456 

200121572 

200121574 

200121667 

200121848 

200121903 

200121998 

200122033 

200122055 

200122106 

200122253 

200122316 

200122397 

200122546 

200122562 

200122711 

200122744 

200122771 

200123000 

200123117 

200123269 

200123451 

200123701 

200124021 

200124027 

200124074 

200124082 

200124267 

200124294 

200124363 

200124364 

200124426 

200124846 

200124862 

200124958 

200124972 

200125036 

200125352 

200125397 

200125447 

200125507 

200125538 

200125560 

200125575 

200125774 

200125861 

200125916 

200126152 

200126274 

200126493 

200126504 

200126546 
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200126629 

200126705 

200126733 

200126784 

200126826 

200126918 

200127048 

200127170 

200127271 

200127295 

200127298 

200127624 

200127634 

200127771 

200127866 

200127882 

200128075 

200128215 

200128231 

200128273 

200128334 

200128361 

200128418 

200128502 

200128527 

200128649 

200128667 

200128741 

200128836 

200128895 

200129138 

200129384 

200129407 

200129490 

200129544 

200129624 

200129631 

200129714 

200129774 

200129814 

200129917 

200130194 

200130196 

200130247 

200130264 

200130272 

200130535 

200130616 

200130783 

200130827 

200130930 

200131576 

200131870 

200132232 

200132420 

200132684 

200133000 

200133031 

200133237 

200133340 

200133445 

200133858 

200134521 

200134548 

200134720 

200135012 

200135264 

200135406 

200135433 

200135874 

200135903 

200135909 

200136006 

200136489 

200136615 

200136727 

200136733 

200136746 

200136751 

200136922 

200137048 

200137176 

200137448 

200137456 

200137565 

200137570 

200137579 

200137581 

200137597 

200137747 

200137872 

200137876 

200137929 

200138066 

200138165 

200138172 

200138311 

200138436 

200138458 

200138624 

200138642 

200138658 

200138748 

200138768 

200139087 

200139107 

200139118 

200139223 

200139243 

200139421 

200139551 

200139578 

200139667 

200139673 

200139714 

200139808 

200139814 

200139835 

200139853 

200139864 

200139904 

200140015 

200140055 

200140057 

200140531 

200140561 

200140612 

200140710 

200140827 

200141043 

200141142 

200141197 

200141336 

200141348 

200141486 

200141561 
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Appendix B 

Identifiers of flights considered in Validation Scenario 5. 
 
 

203215673 

203215547 

203216395 

203215179 

203216281 

203216306 

203216473 

203216570 

203215991 

203216453 

203216766 

203217151 

203216773 

203216286 

203215988 

203216779 

203215690 

203215587 

203216505 

203215960 

203216108 

203216347 

203216105 

203216372 

203215377 

203216985 

203215857 

203216493 

203216866 

203217330 

203216937 

203217810 

203217328 

203216843 

203215872 

203216870 

203216854 

203217637 

203217690 

203216627 

203217147 

203217478 

203217658 

203217541 

203218001 

203217366 

203218018 

203217703 

203217872 

203217576 

203217670 

203217898 

203217586 

203216972 

203217879 

203217466 

203217489 

203217538 

203217043 

203217601 

203216507 

203218393 

203216980 

203218346 

203218224 

203218300 

203219431 

203220290 

203217058 

203220013 

203218476 

203219355 

203219158 

203218276 

203218886 

203220101 

203218749 

203217635 

203214656 

203218362 

203220264 

203215933 

203214699 

203216907 

203218736 

203217930 

203219245 

203219012 

203218962 

203220366 

203216777 

203215232 

203221319 

203219448 

203218881 

203218741 

203218972 

203219596 

203219212 

203217367 

203218602 

203220621 

203217391 

203218481 

203218702 

203219217 

203218122 

203221121 

203220099 

203219253 

203221053 

203220718 

203220094 

203215230 

203221283 

203219433 

203214590 

203220086 

203220660 

203222295 

203222041 

203220680 

203220550 

203220781 

203221005 

203218815 

203217567 

203221355 

203220942 

203220908 

203222657 

203222964 

203221007 

203220764 

203221398 

203217812 

203220617 

203221394 

203221511 

203220955 

203222873 

203221780 

203222154 

203222476 

203220619 

203221520 

203223345 

203218573 

203221403 

203220750 

203223171 

203221636 

203220742 

203222481 

203219252 

203222326 

203219325 

203222096 

203218478 

203221094 

203223882 

203221376 

203222421 

203223795 

203222180 

203222555 

203220679 

203223107 

203222256 

203222914 

203222364 

203223563 

203222216 

203221667 

203222935 

203222702 

203223412 

203222867 

203222210 

203223257 

203223167 

203224242 

203223231 

203223820 

203222090 

203222860 

203223131 

203223324 

203222814 

203218647 

203223169 

203223151 
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203224372 
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